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A Problem
The deflection of starlight is small:

“Newtonian” prediction:  δN =
2GMSun
c2RSun

= 0.825 arcsec

Einstein’s prediction:  δE = 2δN =
4GMSun
c2RSun

= 1.75 arcsec











Results

Principe result reduced by Eddington 1.61 ± 0.3
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Black Holes



The event horizon is "a perfect unidirectional membrane: causal 
influences can cross it in only one direction”. —D. Finkelstein 1958







In the 1970’s Jim Bardeen, Jean-Pierre Luminet and others 
make first theoretical images of a Black Hole



Imaging Black Holes:  
a Much Worse Problem

We characterize the size of a black hole with the radius 
of its event horizon, known as the Schwarzschild radius:

RS =
2GM

c2

BH Sun RS = 3 km
Sag A* RS = 12 × 106 km
M87* RS = 19.5 × 109 km



Imaging Black Holes:  
a Much Worse Problem

Sun δ = 0.53∘ = 1913 asecs
BH Sun δ = 8251 μasecs
Sag A* δ = 20 μasecs
M87* δ = 16 μasecs
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Signals from the telescopes are recorded locally and time 
stamped using extremely precise and stable atomic clocks

The data are collected and compared carefully; they use both 
time stamp and predicted time delays to align the signals



Combined coverage over the 4 nights of observing



The collaboration split into 4 teams that each independently 
reconstructed images from the interferometry data

www.ted.com/talks/
katie_bouman_what_does_a_black_hole_look_like?

language=en
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Tonight at 10pm



The image is consistent with a spinning black hole



These images are consistent with a spinning black hole.  
How is it spinning?



Why is the image blurry?

θ ∼
λ
D

λ = 1.3 mm
D = 2RE = 12741 km
⟹ θ = 21 μasecs
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We are waiting for images of our own black hole Sag A*



We want to see a movie of black holes eating



We want to know how supermassive black holes drive jets?



Are there quantum effects near the event horizon?



In the last few years the door has opened to study black 
holes throughout the skies and at a variety of length scales





Tracking orbiting stars at the center of  the Milky Way 
accurately established the mass of  Sag A* at                       .4.3 × 106M⊙





In solar masses



They offer a remarkable laboratory for thermal physics, 
strong gravity and one day, I hope, for quantum gravity



The End


